
 Monday 11th October Investigating Endings 
 

Which are correct? Remember, the soft “zh” sound is spelled sion . 

invacian  televician  

confusion  division  

collician  decision  
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Tuesday 12th October Phonics 

Find the long i vowel sound as in I, mind, fine, pie, try. 

Tike liked to ride his bike. He had an invite from his friend Mike who asked him if he minded going to the park to go 

on an adventure. 

Tike loved to go out on dry, fine days and look at the sky and ride high up the hills. He also liked to collect pine cones 

and wild items from nature. 

They headed off for the ride and enjoyed spying all the beautiful things that reminded them of autumn. When they 

got home Mum had made a pear pie! 
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Grapheme i i-e ie igh y 

Examples  

found 
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Wednesday 13th October Sorting Sounds 

pencil uncle cycle audience century unicycle 

monocle parcel cancel recycle silence centre 

icicle stencil exciting bicycle miracle particle 

necessary circle excellent notice council motorcycle 

Sort into the correct column: 

Soft c (s sound) Hard c (k sound) Soft and hard c 

pencil uncle cycle 
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Thursday 14th October Correct or incorrect? 

through womun lenth potatos grammar 

positsion experience suppose centre height 

thought therefore discide ordinary notise 

famus appear gard early island 
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Friday 15th October Contractions 

Apostrophes are used to show that letters have been ……. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

Can you identify the negative contractions? 

couldn’t hasn’t we’ll 

hadn’t you’ll we’ve 

we’re you’re weren’t 

wouldn’t shouldn’t shan’t 
 

Challenge: What are the uncontracted words? 
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